
To make your gift:
Visit www.raeng.org.uk/make-a-gift 
or complete the enclosed gift form.

Gifts at any level to the Prince Philip Fund can make a difference: 

from 10 donors could help This is 
Engineering to achieve 30,000 film 
views, enabling us to reach more 
teenagers and their influencers.

from 20 donors could help towards 
providing vital training, mentoring 
and networking opportunities for 
enterprising innovators through  
the Africa Prize.

from four donors could pay towards 
generating vital exposure for our 
African entrepreneurs through 
the annual Africa Prize live event, 
facilitating connections to investors 
and networks, and helping pave the 
way for future growth.

from four donors could contribute 
towards educational resources and 
programmes, encouraging more 
young students into STEM.

from two donors could help provide 
much needed funds for the Hub to 
deliver a mentoring programme for 
women founders, increasing their 
chances of winning a place on our 
Enterprise Fellowships programme.
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£250

£1,000

£5,000

How you can help

from 10 donors could enable our  
Hub entrepreneurs to showcase  
their innovations and provide  
crucial pitching opportunities to  
UK and international investors.

Help us bring the power  
of engineering to life

2023 Annual Appeal

Our strategy and our plans are ambitious; the complexity of the engineering 
challenges we face today demand such an approach. With your help, we can 
continue to bring together the most talented engineers, promote excellence in 
engineering, and deliver tangible, meaningful benefits for the whole of society.

www.raeng.org.uk/make-a-gift

Royal Academy of Engineering
Prince Philip House
3 Carlton House Terrace
London SW1Y 5DG
Registered charity number: 293074

The Royal Academy of Engineering is harnessing the power of engineering  
to build a sustainable society and an inclusive economy that works for everyone.

For more information on our programmes, visit www.raeng.org.uk.

If you have any further questions about giving, please contact  
development.team@raeng.org.uk.
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The Prince Philip Fund, named in honour  
of our late Founding Senior Fellow HRH The Duke of 
Edinburgh, enables us to invest much-needed flexible 
funding into our programmes that rely on philanthropic 
support. The fund will underpin our work for decades 
to come, helping the Academy to increase diversity in 
engineering, inspire the next generation of engineers, drive 
innovation and put engineering expertise at the heart of 
decision-making – your support is vital to our success.

  Much of the Academy’s impact comes from our ability to generate 
new collaborations and inspire new thinking. The progress we are seeing 
confirms that our ambition is paying off, thanks to the determination 
and commitment of the entire Academy community.”  
Professor Sir Jim McDonald FREng FRSE, President

  I think it was empowering, because it was something from the 
profession that says, ‘yes, you can, and yes, you belong’, which I hadn’t 
had... It’s an incredible experience, and it really gives you motivation.”  

Rebecca Wooding, Project Manager at Arcadis and past recipient  
of the Academy’s Engineering Leaders Scholarship.

WILL YOU HELP US? 
With your donations to the Prince Philip Fund, the Academy will be
a catalyst for programmes and activities like these:

By donating, you will enable us to continue:

•  promoting engineering excellence

•  providing STEM experiences to students

•  training teachers

•  encouraging more students from all 
backgrounds to take up engineering as a career 
through our This is Engineering campaign.

Championing an ecosystem  
of changemakers
Through our Enterprise Hub, we champion a bigger, more resilient and more 
diverse network of engineering innovators, helping entrepreneurs develop 
the connections, insights, commercial awareness and leadership skills to turn 
ideas into groundbreaking success.

By being a part of an ecosystem of  
changemakers, their innovations will  
help address some of society’s most  
pressing challenges.

£100
from 10 donors could  

help This is Engineering 
achieve 30,000 film  

views, reaching more  
teenagers and their  

influencers.

Building a truly inclusive 
engineering workforce
We work to increase the 
diversity, quality and quantity of 
young engineers in the UK by 
addressing the engineering  
skills challenge across all  
stages of education.

28%
of young people 

aged 18 to 24 think 
engineering is  

for men!

  The prize money will allow us to add more than 1,000 households to the 
YUNGA network, with a focus on women-led homes, which are more vulnerable 
to crime in low-resource settings. This is an invaluable opportunity in our  
efforts to scale up.”  

Anatoli Kirigwajjo, joint 2023 winner, founder of YUNGA, a local digital security network 
with a community ‘panic button’ inspired by traditional African warning drums.  

Supporting groundbreaking  
ideas across Africa
The Africa Prize for Engineering 
Innovation is Africa’s biggest  
prize dedicated to supporting  
and upscaling engineering that 
tackle local challenges.

Your donation will help us 
continue providing invaluable 
support and training to the  
continent’s brightest engineering 
entrepreneurs, like Anatoli.

£500
from 20 donors  

could help provide vital 
training, mentoring and 

networking opportunities 
for enterprising  

innovators through  
the Africa Prize.

  The Enterprise Hub is the 
best accelerator [and] gave me 
knowledge, experience and 
connections. It was a head start in 
converting my academic research 
into a business that provides 
tools for sustainable and efficient 
chemical manufacturing.”  

Dr Nikolay Cherkasov, Founder at 
Stoli Chem, Enterprise Fellow and 
Enterprise Hub member.

The Enterprise Hub 
celebrated its 10th 

anniversary this year.

Nearly 6,000 jobs have 
been created by over  
250 Hub members.
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